
Subject: FW: Meeting - Betsy Smith 
______________________________________________  
 

Nick 
 
Thank you. 
 
This may not be appropriate but how about.. 
 

 Review of the position and coverage of the CCTV cameras so they cover the most likely 
trouble points from a violent crime perspective 

 Review of the lighting  that may effect the quality of CCTV images  to adjust where necessary 
to improve the quality of the images   

 Do they have or keep a list/ description of persons refused service for being drunk etc...  to 
show they do this 

 Is the outside area sufficiently cordoned off? (just looked at the website) so this may not be 
up to date 

 
Simon Rose 
D/Supt QK 

_____________________________________________  
From:  Mortimer Nick - QK   
Sent: 24 December 2013 11:20 
To: Rose Simon - QK; Jones Andy M - QK; Davies Nicholas - QK; Lynch Sean - QK; Beck James - TP - 

C&S; McDonald Nicola - QK; Lewis-Evans Sam - QK; Mortimer Nick - QK 
Subject: Meeting - Betsy Smith 
 

Sirs 
 
Meeting just now with PLH Mr TOFAN, DPS Ms OKAFOR and Security Manager  Mr 
Muhamed HAUTI 07506 855 863 re recent incident. Discussed: 
 
1) Security in Hi Viz 
2) Smoking area to be made smaller limiting number of smokers to 5/7  
3) Side door only to be used as access/egress  
4) Increase number of SIA in the short term  
5) Consider a different genre of music  
6) Voluntarily bring back entry/re entry to 0030  
7) Be more selective re client base  
8) Full search policy  
9) ID Scan  
10) groups of males to no more than 5  
11) Consider trimming weekend hours in the short term to allow new regime to bed in 
 
 
They are now going to go away and write this up into an 'action plan' which will be with us for 
gatekeeping on Friday, in the meantime we will liaise with and monitor the venue. They are 
aware that a summary review is still a possibility and have indicated their support of any 
police suggestions and actions. We will also flag this up to the Kilburn SNT who under the 
LPM should be on duty and can also monitor the premise.  
 
Any other suggestions ? 
 
Regards 
 
Nick M 
Nick Mortimer 
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